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Dear all, 

 

As the Spring Semester has ended and a new 

semester is about to start it is high time for this 

year’s first CISCA newsletter covering the first 

half of 2012.  

 

It has been yet another inspiring semester with 

a lot of different visits from our new and old 

associates and several scholars delivering 

lectures on topics ranging from e.g. Indian 

Politics and Political Culture, Kinship 

Classification, Naxalism in India, World Art and 

Globalisation.   

 

CISCA’s activities of 2012 was started at our 

partner institution in Delhi, Sri Venkateshwara 

College, with the workshop titled ”Delhi and 

urban India in Visual cultures” on the 8th-9th 

January. Participants from around India, but 

also New Zealand, US and Spain, discussed 

topics such as tourism, advertisments, temple 

art, heritage and poetry (for abstracts and more 

please visit cisca.au.dk). 

 

 

 

 

In mid-February, 

CISCA had the 

pleasure of hosting 

the coming ICCR 

Guest Professor at 

Aarhus University, 

Dr. Kaushik Roy, 

affiliated with both 

Jadavpur and Oslo 

Univerities. During 

his short stay, he 

gave lectures titled ”The 1857 Uprising 

and British Rule in India” and “Horses, 

Guns and Governments 1400-1750” to 

History and South Asian Studies 

students on 15th and 16th February. 

 

Leading CISCA into a 

busy month in terms 

of lectures and visits, 

was Kenneth Bo 

Nielsen from 

University of Oslo.  A 

frequent visitor of 

CISCA, he gave a 

lecture on ”Popular  

Politics and Interest  Articulation in Con-

temporary India” on the 9th of March. 
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On the 13th of 

March, CISCA had 

the pleasure of 

inviting Prof. 

Georg Pfeffer of 

Freie Universität 

Berlin to Aarhus.  

To an audience mostly comprising of South 

Asian scholars and students, he presented 

a lecture on ” Kinship Classification in 

Patterns of Public Order” 

Only two days later, on 

the 15th of March, 

CISCA was happy to 

welcome Dr. Pierre 

Gottschlich to AU as an 

Erasmus Guest Faculty. 

Dr. Gottschlich, who 

hails from the University 

of Rostock, 

combined both lectures and class teachings 

in a week long stay, speaking on topics such 

as Indian foreign policy, South Asians 

abroad, as well as the political influence of 

Diasporas. 

In March, the students of the South Asian 

studies programme at Aarhus University 

also met with Dr. Mirja Juntunen, the 

Director of the NCI (Nordic  

Center in India) to discuss  

their Autumn semester  

abroad in Varanasi, at the  

Gandhian Institute of Studies 

of the Benares Hindu Univer- 

sity. 

In March, CISCA also participated in the 

first meeting of the European Association 

of India Study Centres (EAISC), 

established in 2011 emerging out of the 

Indo-European Study Centre Programme 

(IESCP). The meeting was hosted by 

University of Warsaw and included  

representatives from the universities of 

Milan, Bremen etc. The very productive 

get-together focused on future 

collaboration in terms of teaching and 

research and paved the ground for a joint 

Erasmus Mundus India lot application. It 

was also an opportunity to learn more 

about the partners in Warsaw. 
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On the 25th of April,  

Manuela Ciotti and  

CISCA hosted a lecture 

 by Prof. Young Soo Yook 

 of Chung-Ang University, 

 Seoul (funded by Ciotti’s 

 International Network  

Grant 'India and China:  

"Art Worlds and Markets 

 in Globalising Asia” . 

His lecture was titled ”North Korean Art: 

Propaganda Posters and Political Culture” 

   

To conclude this semester’s lecture series in 

June,  CISCA had the pleasure of welcoming 

Prof. Dipak Malik of the Gandhian Institute of 

Studies in Varanasi for a lecture on ”Naxalism 

Today in India: A New Turn”.  

April was yet another month for familiar 

faces in Aarhus. CISCA invited IIT Madras 

scholars Dr. Jyotirmaya Tripathy and Dr. 

Sudarsan Padmanabhan to Aarhus 

University in week 16 – a visit also linked to 

a joint ERASMUS MUNDUS application.  

CISCA wishes to thank them for their 

contribution to the application as well as for 

co-teaching our students. 

For the same purposes and also in April, 

CISCA welcomed the visitors of our Sri 

Venkateshwara College associates Dr. 

Nirmal Kumar and Dr. Chandermohan 

Rawat, who has been frequent visitors to  

Aarhus University. Like their IIT 

counterparts, they too were involved in 

co-teaching. 
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During the last semester CISCA has been 

working on an Erasmus Mundus 

application, to assure the continuation of  

CISCA’s many future initiatives. CISCA 

wishes to thank all the people who have 

been a part of the writing process and is 

looking forward to even stronger and 

successful academic collaboration and a 

sharing of knowledge in the years to come.  
 

 

 

On the 23rd of August CISCA welcomed a 

group of students from ‘Handelsgymnasium 

Rønde’ who are going to prepare for their 

trip to India. The prepatatory seminar  

consisted of a lecture on modern India, 

given by Dr. Niels Brimnes. Furthermore Dr. 

Mirja Juntunen gave an introduction to 

Indian languages, mainly Hindi. They also 

met with two current  5th semester students 

form the South Asian Studies Programme 

who shared their travel experiences from 

India. We hoped to inspire and in the best 

possible way prepare these young students 

to gain most out of their stay in India.  

 

The month 

of June also 

saw repres- 

entatives  

from exisiting  

an future  

institutional partners visiting Aarhus 

Univerisity. On 7th of June, Dr. Hamsava-

hini Singh, Associate Professor, Banasthali 

University, Rajasthan visited CISCA and AU 

in order to inform herself about the 

university and opportunities for future 

collaborations in the humanities and social 

sciences.  

During their study-tour in Europe nine 

students of the MA Programme 

European Studies and Management at 

Manipal University, Karnataka, accom-

panied by Dr. Neeta Inamdar visited 

AU and  

attended lectures  

on Danish society,  

business enterprises  

in Denmark and  

European perspec- 

tives on India. Mani- 

pal University is a  

partner university of  

AU - both universities signed an MoU in 

2010.  
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In the beginning of September 2012, 

CISCA and Aarhus University, is going to 

welcome our newest trainee, Shivani Dalal. 

Shivani, who is the younger sister of last 

year’s trainee Priyanka Dalal, is going to 

stay with us until May 2013. CISCA wishes 

her a warm welcome to Denmark and 

hope to get just as a successful 

collaboration as with our previous trainees. 

Shivani is also going to teach Hindi to the 

students at the South Asian Studies 

Programme. 

 
The process of transferring our activities 

online from our old portal cisca.dk to the 

new one, www.cisca.au.dk, has been 

troublesome. We are still working on it, so 

please bear with us. That said, we hope to 

have everything transferred during the 

summer break, so as to start a fresh in the 

coming semester. We look forward to 

showing you the final results. Both Lasse 

Nørgård Nielsen and Ronny Sørensen 

have both put a lot of effort in creating the 

new design and transferring our old 

contents to the new webpage. CISCA 

thank for your expertise and excellent 

work.   

 
 

As the semesters passed, out Visual Library 

increased in size and range. In this 

newsletter we can yet again  

report new acqui- 

sitions, both books  

and movies. If you  

want to take a closer  

at our lists of acqui- 

sitions, please go to  

our webpage. 

The end of the spring semester 2012, also 

ment the end of her stay in Aarhus for  our 

Hindi Trainee, Priyanka Dalal. Priyanka, who 

arrived in Sep- 

tember of last year,  

has been teaching  

Hindi to the 1st year  

students of Aarhus  

University’s South  

Asian Studies Pro- 

gramme and has  

been treasured  

greatly for her efforts 

from both the side of   

staff members as well  

as her students. CISCA  

and South Asian Studies wishes her all the 

best in the years to come. 
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CISCA and Aarhus University are very 

happy to announce the appointment of  

Dr. Mirja Juntunen.  

Mirja is a former  

Director of the NCI  

(Nordic Center in India)  

and and taught Hindi at  

Stockholm University.  

Mirja is going to take  

over the Hindi classes  

of the South Asian  

Studies Programme.  

Mirja is with no doubt 

going to strengthen our South Asian Studies 

Programme and we are very pleased and 

proud to have you joining us – also as a 

CISCA board member. CISCA and Aarhus 

University wishes you the best of luck with 

your new employment.  

We at CISCA would like to thank all 

involved in the last semester, both in Aarhus 

and abroad, and we look forward to yet 

another interesting semester after the break. 

 

 

Have a great semester start! 

 

CISCA 

With the end of this semester, CISCA also 

had to say goodbye to two members of 

the CISCA team. Our student assistants 

Lasse Nørgård Nielsen and Katrine Bay 

Madsen have both been a part of the 

CISCA team for more than two years and 

have with great dedication and efforts, 

strived to do their best and thereby 

contributed to the success of  CISCA’s 

many initiatives. Their presence has been 

cherished by CISCA’s many guests, the 

CISCA board and the students from the 

South Asian Studies Programme. CISCA 

wishes both of them all the best in the 

future and would like to  use the 

opportunity to thank both of them for 

their outstandingly hard work, 

consistency and dedication throughout 

the years.  

 

CISCA would also like to  

welcome our new student assistant 

Jakob Due Nim, who joined the CISCA-

team in the Spring semester of 2012. 

Jakob is currently studying on his 5th 

semester in the South Asian Studies 

Programme and is going to take over the 

duties of our previous student assistants. 


